
Evaporating Clouds
This idea, also called Conflict 

Clouds, is from Eli Goldratt. He 
explains it in several places, 

especially his book It’s Not Luck.
by Elliot Temple, April 2020

Terminology

GV = goal, value
MR = motivation, reason
ARP = action, rule, policy

Solving the problem is 
“breaking”, “evaporating” or 
“dissolving” the cloud.

Ways to read Clouds

We must ARP in order to MR 
in order to GV.

ARP is necessary for MR 
which is necessary for GV.

GV requires MR which requires 
ARP.

If we want GV then we should 
MR. If we want MR then we 
should ARP.

GV depends on MR which 
depends on ARP.

ARP is a dependent of MR 
which is a dependent of GV.

GV implies MR which implies 
ARP.

Meaning

Conflict Cloud trees show 
dependency relationships. 
Getting GV depends on getting 
MR. And getting MR depends on 
getting ARP.

ARP is a part of MR. And MR is 
a part of GV.

Creation steps

ARP1 and ARP2 conflict with 
each other. They’re found first. 
You notice a conflict you want to 
solve.

Then consider why each is 
wanted – what is the motivation 
for it?

Then link each motive to a 
shared GV.

The GV is shared by each side 
in the conflict. Sides can be 
people, groups or parts of one 
person’s mind.

Usage

Since everything is logically 
linked, and there’s a conflict, 
then there must be a logical 
error.

Search the cloud for reasoning 
you’re suspicious of. Look for 
things that aren’t really 
necessary or required. Is there 
an alternative?

Find a way one of the nodes 
could be changed. You can do 
this by acting to create a new 
situation or by changing your 
reasoning.

Tips

The goal of the cloud is to 
represent people’s thoughts, not 
to be logically perfect. Write 
down what you actually believe 
that’s leading to the conflict.

Normally each side writes their 
half of the tree. I write my ARP 
and MR and you write your ARP 
and MR. We have to agree on a 
GV.

Problem solving is cooperative 
because everyone wants the 
GV.

If the GV, MR, ARP format is 
getting you stuck, you can try 
making a cloud with any X, Y, Z.

Clouds frequently have multiple 
solutions. Try to find several 
solutions when practicing or for 
important issues.

Learning about Clouds

It’s Not Luck is a sequel to The 
Goal. Read The Goal first. 
They’re both easy-to-read 
novels. The main plots are about 
the business world but there are 
family life examples too.

Read Goldratt’s The Choice first, 
second or third. It’s non-fiction 
discussions with his daughter. 
It’s got more general-purpose 
philosophy for how to live and 
think, and less focus on 
business.

Practice! Make and solve a 
bunch of Clouds.

Try writing both ARPs and then 
making many different Clouds 
from that starting point.

Try writing the GV and MRs and 
then making Clouds with just the 
ARPs different.

curi’s concrete examples. 
These are all internal 
conflicts within one 

person. Can you break 
some of these Clouds?

Three concrete 
examples from the 

book It’s Not Luck by 
Eli Goldratt.

Get rich

Get money proportional to value 
I create Start a tech startup

Reliable big paychecks Work for big tech

Have a good life

Become rational Learn FI

Do existing hobbies Don’t learn FI

Have a good family 
life.

Ensure Sharon’s 
safety. Sharon home before 10.

Sharon is popular. Sharon home around 12.

Get rich

Have my work make a big 
difference Start a tech startup

Don’t be a failed founder who 
goes bankrupt Work for big tech

Sell Pete’s 
company for a 

good price.

Increase profit. Close the wrapper department.

Protect the 
asset base.

Keep the wrapper department 
operational.

Have a good life

Get better at thinking Do FI learning plan

Have fun Do whatever I feel like when I 
feel like it

Have friends I’m 
satisfied with

Get to know rational people Interact with philosophy learners 
online more

Have IRL friends Spend more time on IRL 
friendships

Serve the stake 
holders.

Protect the 
interests of our 
shareholders.

Sell the diversified companies.

Protect the interests 
of our employees.

Not sell the diversified 
companies.

Have a good life

Organize thinking better Make Idea Trees

Fit in and avoid hard things Have normal discussions
Have friends I’m 

satisfied with

Have super smart friends Be friends with FI people

Have larger pool of people 
available to be friends with Be friends with non-FI people

Have a good life

Succeed at goals.

Criticize errors that common 
sense says are small but which I 
think are decisive dealbreakers 
that will block success at goals.

Get along with people Don’t be pedantic

Have friends I’m 
satisfied with

Get really smart so smart people 
like me Get really involved with FI

Don’t be weird Don’t get too involved with FI

Version 1 explanation
Here’s what I made first 

before the main 
explanation tree above.

Y and B conflict/contradict. 
That’s what the dashed line 
represents. They are the starting 
point. They are how you 
recognize the problem. I want Y 
and you want B. So we look at 
our underlying reasoning (X and 
A) and then we look at the goal/
reasoning underlying that, G, 
where we can find agreement 
and have something in common.

This is a method of checking 
your premises, as Objectivism 
likes to say.

If you can construct the “cloud” 
(I don’t really like that name tbh) 
then you’re like half way to 
solving the problem. Just a five 
node tree and you can see how 
both sides have a shared goal 
and can cooperate and work 
together. And you can see how, 
logically, there must be an error. 
If the goal is correct it can’t 
imply two things that contradict 
each other. There’s a mistaken 
idea involved somewhere. Now 
you know that and can see it 
clearly.

This is often used for solving a 
problem between two people or 
two groups. But you can also 
use it with e.g. two clashing 
aspects of your own personality.

Abstract examples of 
ways to view a 
Conflict Cloud.

GV

MR1 ARP1

MR2 ARP2

Successful life

Be rational Do FI

Gain social status Do stuff that contradicts FI

Have easy life

Fewer errors Don’t overreach

Get results faster Do overreach

GV

MR1 ARP1

MR2 ARP2

MR1 and MR2 are 
necessary for GV

ARP1 is necessary for MR1 ARP1

ARP2 is necessary for MR2 ARP2
Successful life

Be rational Be like curi

Gain social status Not be like curi

Successful life

Have more rational life Date/marry a smart girl

Gain social status Date/marry a hot girl

Shared goal, idea 
or value (G)

If G, then X If X, then Y

If G, then A If A, then B

GV

MR1 is necessary for GV ARP1 is necessary for MR1

MR2 is necessary for GV ARP2 is necessary for MR2

Learn more

Discussions are clearer Prefer asynchronous text 
discussion

Discussions are easier Prefer real time voice discussion
Happy life

Gain good decision making 
skills Do FI things

Keep my friends Do things my friends approve of
G requires A and X.
(G is a shared goal, 

idea or value.)

X requires Y Y

A requires B B

GV

MR1 ARP1

MR2 ARP2

Good life

Make big money doing fun job Learn to program

Avoid spending years trying to 
learn a new career Keep doing current profession

GV requires MR1 
and MR2

MR1 requires ARP1 ARP1

MR2 requires ARP2 ARP2

Learn more

Discuss more because all my 
discussion fits my schedule

Prefer asynchronous text 
discussion

Discuss more because it’s more 
fun Prefer real time voice discussion

B and Y both are 
necessary for G.

(G is a shared goal, 
idea or value.)

Y is necessary for X Y

B is necessary for A B

Learn more

Discussions are more organized Prefer asynchronous text 
discussion

I don’t get backed into a corner. 
My mistakes can be lost and 
forgotten so I’m not scared of 
being wrong.

Prefer real time voice discussion

Good life

Interesting work that pays well Programming career

Maximize how well I can think in 
order to avoid systematic errors Philosophy career

GV

GV requires MR1 MR1 requires ARP1

GV requires MR2 MR2 requires ARP2

is necessary for

is necessary for

is necessary for

is necessary for

requires

requires

requires

requires


